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Opalina by Cristina Celestino for Tonelli Design, photography by Mattia Balsamini

Neil Harbisson
Photography by Lars Norgaard

People are becoming increasingly
fascinated by the idea of transhumanism,
where technology combines with
human bodies

A visual exploration of emerging design
movements across the lifestyle industries and
their influence on colour, shape and form

More people are implanting devices such
as RFID chips, to enhance the functionality
of their bodies for everyday tasks
Implant parties and cyborg meet-ups are
helping to create a cyborg subculture
In the future, people will become
more open to the use of implants and
other bionic devices to improve their
sensory perception
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Medical advancements which involve
technological implants have normalised
the idea of the cyborg
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The Relativity of Matter
by Levi van Veluw
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Of Men and
Insects by
Studio Marlène
Huissoud,
photography
by Inmatters
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Black Gold by Quintus Kropholler

Dark
Matter

We are conquering material boundaries
in time, space and matter. We are travelling
closer to outer space than ever before
and are looking to science for resources
made scarce by climate change and
exponential population growth. Designers
are responding to this with a language
inspired by the unknown. Vantablack®,
a new blacker-than-black material coating
developed by Surrey Nanosystems, is the
darkest man-made substance. Its ability
to resist light makes it like a black hole,
distorting our optics so that we cannot
discern surface. Three-dimensional objects
coated in Vantablack® appear flat.
Other less technical laboratory-made
materials are often overlooked. Amsterdam
designer Quintus Kropholler was inspired
by the dark sparkling lustre of asphalt for
Black Gold, a series of objects exploring
unconventional aesthetic possibilities in
the ground. Dutch artist Levi van Veluw
also uses darkness to distort. In his
immersive installation, The Relativity
of Matter, visitors are asked to question
their perceptions of space and time.

Black Gold by
Quintus Kropholler

Detail of Black Gold
by Quintus Kropholler
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Lines & Dots lighting by Goula/Figuera
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In the early 1980s, the Memphis art
movement rebelled against the formfollows-function design creed. Today, this
visually striking movement is still widely
celebrated for its strong graphic motifs,
bright colours and clashing materials, and
is referenced across jewellery, products and
interior design. Designers continue to use
the classic Memphis style, creating new
versions of it with refined natural materials
and fresher, less saturated colours.
Designer Henrik Vibskov’s autumn/winter
2016 collection is visually striking, featuring
bold stripes and diagonal shapes. Its palette,
however, is more muted than the signature
vivid Memphis colours. Instead, Vibskov uses
nude tones such as beige, brown and orange,
which win out against black negative space.
Furniture design studio Bower further distils
the Memphis aesthetic with a chair and bench
that feature its signature black outline. The
chair is finished with unexpectedly soft wool
upholstery and a brushed copper seat back.
Designers Dusen Dusen and Highlow have
collaborated on an accessories line, mixing
tribal-style chunky jewellery with Dusen
Dusen’s trademark squiggles, lines and dots.

Ring chair by Bower

Henrik Vibskov autumn/winter 2016 collection
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Memphis

Arch bench by Bower
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Spectra by K
ukka

Opalina by Cristina Celestino for Tonelli Design, photography by Mattia Balsamini

Ethereal
Dream

Many designers are creating ethereal
visual effects using translucent materials
such as coloured glass and Perspex treated
with iridescent and ombré shading in
pastel hues. British design studio Kukka
has launched a new series of tables called
Spectra, made from dichroic glass. The
material is composed of ultra-thin layers
of metal and oxide particles which cause
light to refract as it passes through them.
The effect is mesmerising as colour and
shadows continually shift across the
surfaces, depending on the angle of the
viewer. The Opalina Collection that Cristina
Celestino has designed for Italian furniture
maker Tonelli also makes use of speciality
glass. The tables and bathroom furniture
in this collection are entirely produced in
opaline glass, again made of multiple
layers. This has such a translucent and
silky effect that the furniture seems to float.
Finnish designer Erin Turkoglu uses
illusion as well; the gradient of her
Planetary glass bowls gives them the
appearance of spinning in space, much
like floating bubbles, and the effect is
pleasingly hypnotic. In fashion, Dior
offers layers of sheer gauzy fabric in
feminine spring colours.
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As we struggle to find space in
city centres, designers are developing
protective, functional and comfortable
solutions for urban nomads that enable
them to pitch up and pop down wherever
they choose. Inspired by space travellers,
Madrid-based Atelier Teratoma has
reinvented the hitchhiker’s backpack
for the savvy city dweller. Produced in
shades of black, white and silver, the
sleek Technopicnic backpack integrates
several technologies, from a solar panel
for charging mobile devices to speakers
for impromptu parties and an embedded
messaging interface to keep in contact
with other picnickers.
In a re-evaluation of space,
Beijing-based People’s Architecture
Office (PAO) has teamed up with
Lane Crawford to create Tubular Living,
an installation that explores alternative
living spaces and was inspired by
ventilation shafts. PAO has redesigned
these metallic and transparent tubes as
temporary homes and also as furniture.

Bright Rays light by Fabien Cappello
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Technopicnic by
Atelier Teratoma,
photography by
Diego Ene
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Tubular Living by People’s Architecture Office and Lane Crawford
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Indigo, one of the oldest dyes in the
world, is thought to have been in use since
the third millennium BC. The dye has been
synonymous with denim since the mid-19th
century, and the versatility, functionality,
longevity and timeless style of jeanswear
has never gone out of fashion. Now a new
wave of designers and artisan clothing
brands is revisiting and reviving the craft
of indigo dyeing, celebrating the imperfections and graduated hues of this deep
shade of blue.
Craft and design duo Forest and
Found work with traditional materials and
processes. The brand’s Indigo Strip Quilt
has been made using the age-old quilting
method of piecing together naturally
dyed scraps intuitively, without a predetermined design. New London-based
denim brand Bethnals aims to bring a fresh
twist to the classic heritage of this lifelong
staple, while Japanese denim brand
Blue Blue Japan strives to offer comfort
and longevity using traditional Japanese
indigo-dyeing techniques. Encompassing
the depth, warmth and imperfections
characteristic of indigo blue, these crafted
pieces offer timeless staples to an audience
looking for an artisanal touch in an age
of mass production.
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Indigo Rain ceramics by Faye Toogood
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Bethnals spring/summer
2016 collection
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Nailed Succession stool
by Färg & Blanche

Carapace cupboard
by Maarten Baas,
Carpenters Workshop
Gallery

ang autumn/winter 2016 collectio
Alexander W
n

Carapace cupboard
by Maarten Baas,
Carpenters Workshop
Gallery

Punk is one of the most rebellious
movements in the history of music and
fashion. The subculture, which began in
the 1970s and is still alive today, is best
known for rejecting mainstream ideas
of good taste; 2016 has been named as
the Year of Punk, a title which has been
officially endorsed by the Queen. Unafraid
to subvert mainstream aesthetics, designers
who embody punk reference its origins
with visual tropes such as piercings, studs,
black leather, tartan and DIY material
treatments including ripping, bleaching
and painting. Designers are layering these
references with modern graphic elements
to revitalise the spirit of punk.
Alexander Wang’s autumn/winter
2016 collection was a tribute to punk
defiance. The collection aimed to challenge stereotypical notions of beauty,
presenting models as forceful symbols
of youth. Furniture studio Färg & Blanche
is developing a new punk-inspired aesthetic using leather dressings, bondage-style
ropes and severe surfaces made from
thousands of staples.
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Protopunk lamp
by Kiki & Joost
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Pour pitcher and basins by
Günzler Polmar, photography
by Siren Lauvdal

De
30
Shaker baskets by Studio
Gorm, part of the Shaker
Design Reinterpreted Project
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Trace Rug by Sarah Böttger
and Hanna Emelie Ernsting
for Normann Copenhagen
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Loom Bound Loom Divide by Rive Roshan
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Shaker
Modern

Warnings about the social and
environmental consequences of mass
production are driving consumers to look
for a more meaningful relationship with
goods. Designers are also looking to learn
more about the hand production and selfsufficient methods used by communities
such as Shakers. In the Shaker design
tradition, sober forms, warm materials
and comforting tactility take the place of
excess of any kind. Shaker-style domestic
goods, including baskets and pitchers in
earthy hues, are winning over customers
who value quality and craftsmanship.
During a workshop in the Hancock
Shaker Village, Massachusetts, designers
John Arndt and Wonhee Jeong of Studio
Gorm created a collection inspired by
Shaker-style bentwood oval baskets, using
a modern, flexible bamboo plywood.
Studio Gorm’s exquisitely simple forms
translate Shaker ingenuity and aesthetics
to a contemporary lifestyle. Günzler
Polmar’s Pour Pitcher and Basin takes
its shape from traditional enamelware.
Casting these nostalgic shapes in porcelain
and stoneware enhances the material
warmth of the objects. The Loom Bound
collection by Rive Roshan is inspired
by the shapes and colours of the home
weaving loom. Loom Divide is an uncomplicated design for room division
made from quality materials.
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Pour pitchers and basin by
Günzler Polmar, photography
by Siren Lauvdal

I N N OVAT I O N
In the Eyes of the Animal by Marshmallow Laser Feast for the
Abandon Normal Devices Festival (see page 153 for full credit)
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A rundown of the need-to-know
new technologies, materials,
approaches and working methods
affecting the creative industries
Words: Liliana Becerra
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